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Abstract
Suction capability in neurosurgery is a critical tool utilized
to clear the field and improve visualization of anatomical
structures. It is also used for fragmentation and debulking of
pathological tumor masses [1]. Prior to the Frazier cannula,
there was no orifice bent pressure relief valve associated
with suction; this tool provides independent dual suction
force [2]. The Frazier cannula has the capability to reach
absolute suction or zero suction instantaneously [3]. In this
article, we introduce a new concept, how to obtain zero suction with the Frazier orifice bent pressure relief valve without
any equipment modification. This technique is obtained by
decreasing the suction value to 10 mmHg of Mercury per
the vacuum pressure monitoring gage while removing the
surgeon’s finger from the orifice pressure relief valve.
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Objective
This technical note provides a historical review of
suction including an analysis of the suction system. We
describe a technique to obtain zero suction vacuum
force within the Frazier cannula tip.

Introduction
At the turn of the 20th century, suction and irrigation
during surgical procedures was performed with manual manipulation of a rubber bulb and metallic cannula.
Charles Frazier transformed this process when he introduced the capability to suction debris, tissue fragments
and fluids from the surgical field. This new technology
immediately replaced the bulb syringe as well as Cush-

ing’s scissor technique used for tumor removal and
debulking. This innovative tool decreased morbidity and
mortality rates [4]. Since introduction, suction has found
many uses during neurosurgical procedures. The suction
cannula has been modified in shape and size to increase
versatility. Additional variations include the cannula tip
style. The Frazier suction cannula can provide dual vacuum suction force [5]. With a modified technique, absolute suction and zero suction can improve control while
decreasing potential damage to the critical areas such
as the Central and Peripheral Nervous System.
The present technical note showcases the potential
for zero suction to be obtained instantaneously by the
surgeon. The piston coil provides manual control ability to increase or decrease in the vacuum valve intensity. This is currently the only tool with the capability of
obtaining immediate flow changes in suction [6]. Single
manipulation of the pressure gauge can provide zero
flow when the surgeon lifts his finger from the orifice
bent pressure relief valve. Employing this concept is an
economical tool, as facilities do not need to purchase
additional equipment, it is readily available and increases patient safety.

Material and Methods
A literature review was completed according to the
American Journal of Medicine per Pubmed, Medline
and antidotal data. Our materials were utilized to time
the removal of 10 ccs of room temperature irrigation
solution from a test tube with a 3 mm or 9 gauge Frazier
cannula (Figure 1) while occluding the orifice bent pressure relief valve. Group A was performed with vacuum
suction and a closed orifice pressure relief valve by fin-
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ger occlusion. Group B was tested without vacuum suction allowing for an open system (Figure 2). We repeated this process for both groups ten times. The cannula

was attached to the suction hose, connected to a canister pulling suction from the electrical motor (Figure 3).
A time chronometer was used to measure the suction
time of the fluid removal. The data was analyzed based
on the amount of time required to complete solution removal, creating a mean. We obtained the standard deviation. The suction analysis was completed according to
the formula as follows: (v) volume*(f) force/resistance =
Flow rate vacuum force.

Results
Of the ten experiments completed, Group A with
finger occlusion of the orifice bent pressure relief valve
had a mean time identified as 1.243 ccs/s of flow. Group
B completed ten experiments without occlusion of the
orifice bent pressure relief valve opening; they found it
was impossible to create vacuum suction. The standard
deviation was identified as 0.04900113.

Background
The original leading contributors to vacuum suction
was Sidney Yankauer in 1907. He introduced the metal
cannula including a rose tip on the Yanker sucker. This
tip prevents soft tissue damage [7]. Although his initial
design was created for a tonsillectomy, this device was
later used for neurosurgical procedures specifically the
removal of brain and spinal cord tumors [8].
Figure 1: Conmed 3 mm/9 gauge frazier suction.

Charles Frazier followed up Yankauer’s work shortly
after with the introduction of the Frazier cannula. He

Figure 2: Conmed 3 mm/9 gauge frazier suction with orifice.

Figure 3: Motorized vacuum suction pressure gauge.
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modified the traditional suction to employ the orifice
bent pressure relief valve [8]. The designs by Yankauer
and Frazier provided significant contributions to suction
advancement. They have been widely distributed, creating a profound impactful on the medical and surgical
community. By eliminating the use of Cushing’s scissor
technique for tumor and mass removal, they increased
positive postoperative patient outcomes [4]. The previously used technique resulted in adverse side effects
such as hemorrhage, cerebral edema, neurological impairments, morbidity, and mortality [4]. Yankauer and
Frazier’s transformation of suction continues to be
widely used with multiple neurosurgical implications.
Over the last century, additional modifications were
applied to the Frazier cannula including the location of
the orifice bent pressure relief valve proximal to distal,
the number of holes increased from single to multiple,
and a sliding bar adapter that controls the orifice bend
diameter. Later modifications included the ultrasonic
aspiration and the endoscopic procedure [9]. Several
surgical instruments have been attached to the cannula
including the electrical coagulation, the micro dissector
by DuJovny, the tubing holes adjustment, as well as an
introduction of a needle to the suction hose. Currently,
the only tool that can reach zero suction is the coil piston value control by Barrienuevvo [10]. Obtaining zero
suction is essential for intramedullary spinal cord tumor
resection [11].

Discussion
The implications of the Frazier cannula was immediately recognized when performing suction to vascular and bony structures, as well as in areas such as the
Central and Peripheral nervous system. Utilities a cotton
patty with the Frazier tip provides additional protection
from excessive suction [12]. Without this barrier, fragile cranial and spinal nerves can be damaged. When
removing bone fragments, performing a craniotomy,
laminectomy and while the dura matter is open, suction
can be used at higher vacuum pressure. After the dura
is open, pressure must be reduced to 10 mmHg of mercury to increase safety and control. A valve allows for
fluids to pass safely through a passage in one direction
and decrease pressure [13].
Vacuum force suction can be controlled in two ways.
First, by manipulation of the wall provided suction per
the operating nurse. Second, by utilizing the orifice bent
pressure relief valve. This pressure relief is created by a
hole which allows for pressure changes in the vacuum
system [1]. Flow obstruction is created when the surgeon occludes the inner cannula passageway with his/
her fingertip. Manipulation of dual suction power provides a 70% decrease in full suction [14].
It is important to note the effects of fluid mechanics. In 1838, Jean Léonard Marie Poiseuille and Gotthilf
Heinrich Ludwig Hagen studied the process of blood
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flow. They created a network of tubules, applied fluids
with varying temperatures to the surfaces and identified a correlation between temperature and degrees of
viscosity. As a result of this research, they observed that
the pressure, temperature, diameter, and length of an
effect on fluid movement [15].
These effects allow high speed fluids to have lower
pressure than fluids moving at a lower speed fluids. This
phenomenon was first described by Bernoulli, in 1738,
in his book Hydrodynamica. This concept is known as
Bernoulli’s principle. It can be applied to measure the
speed of a liquid or gas moving in a pipe, channel, or
over a surface. He also described the narrowing passage of fluid [16]. Together understanding the role of
fluid mechanics in relation to the occlusion of the orifice
during vacuum suction provides an opportunity to increase suction control furthering patient safety.

Conclusion
Modification of the Frazier suction force allows a
low-pressure system when performing occlusion and
removal of the orifice bent. This finger placement technique allows for total surgeon control of the suction experience during procedures. Modification of the suction
force increases patient safety while decreased morbidity and mortality.
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